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AMA Operations is an international company based in Israel, which since 1995
has specialized in advanced telecommunications systems. The company’s systems have
been developed in-house by a highly skilled team
drawn from the cream of Israel’s technological talent that have proven their market success. Over
15,000 offices, businesses and organizations in
Israel and abroad have purchased a wide range of
GAMA’s VOIP protection, voicemail and IVR systems.
GAMA Operations has gained a major reputation for
the telecommunications systems designed for emergency services - where the test is the ability to handle
huge workloads within highly pressured time periods
.Since 2000, the company has supplied the Israel
Defense Forces with the main call-up system used for
emergencies and military training. In addition, the company has developed new promising solutions to secure
and Encrypt IP Pbx’s. The company is highly flexible in
adapting to clients’ requirements and uses its expert
skills to respond rapidly and reliably to calls from
anywhere around the world. GAMA Operations will

build a complete turnkey solution or contribute expertise at any specific stage – all with the goal of significantly improving the client’s operational performance.
The company’s main advantages against its giant
rivals are:
• The ability to provide tailor made solutions.
• Pricing – the company can handle small and
medium projects.
• Our products are very flexible and upgradable.
• Excellent ROI for medium large scale projects.
• Integration with many kinds of Pbx’s.
The company can provide solutions and applications like:
• Speech recognition, hotel voice mail, WTRreporting work hours, Gate Access, turnkey IVR
SOLUTIONS and more.
• High grade Operational experience – the Israeli
army call up system.
• Protection and encryption systems to IP Pbx’s.
• Cloud VOIP platform for call / video / sms.
• Eencrypted conference call systems.
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